
A Well Architected Data Protection Service

Operates outside of your organization's 
network and security sphere.

AIR-GAPPED

Proactively demonstrate compliance with 
a clear and accessible audit trail of all 
data protection events. 

COMPLIANT FULLY AUTOMATED
Secured, maintained, updated, and 
operated through codified and repeatable 
processes.

IMMUTABLE
Cannot be tampered with, by anyone, 
inside or outside your organization.
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Deploy in your DC or Colo to 
minimize RTO, in the cloud to 
maximize simplicity, or get the 
best of both worlds with a 
hybrid solution. 

CLOUD  
OR DC

The key to combating ransomware attacks 
is a data protection solution that is air-gapped and 
immutable. P1 Protect, a comprehensive Data Protection 
as a Service (DPaaS) offering, is deployed outside of your 
organization’s authentication and security sphere with 
immutable copies that cannot be tampered with by 
anyone. 

Although the market’s flooded with Backup as a Service 
(BaaS) offerings that allow customers to offload 
infrastructure management, they don’t cover the day to 
day operations, monitoring, and reporting required to 
ensure recoverability.  To address this gap, we tapped into 
our experience designing and deploying data protection 
solutions for some of the largest media and healthcare 
organizations in the world, and built P1 Protect. 

VMs, DBs, NAS, EC2, RDS, S3, 
M365, SFDC, and more. 


Whether it runs in the cloud or 
in your DC, P1 Protect has you 
covered.

FULL  
COVERAGE

Purchase a full year of service 
upfront at a discounted rate, or if 
OpEx is preferred, pay a fixed rate 
each month.

UPFRONT OR 
MONTHLY

A Well Architected Data Protection Service

The Game Has Changed
Traditional approaches to data protection that are not explicitly architected 
to ensure recoverability from ransomware are no longer effective. 

P1 Protect is a wholistic solution that includes design, deployment, problem resolution, reporting, 
and backup & recovery operations, so all of your data protection needs are completely covered.  

http://p1technologies.com
https:/https://twitter.com/p1Technologies/www.linkedin.com/company/p1-technologies/
httphttps://www.linkedin.com/company/p1-technologies/s:/https://twitter.com/p1Technologies/www.linkedin.com/company/p1-technologies/


310.546.6071  
sales@p1technologies.com

Enterprise Architects with Deep Cloud Expertise 
P1 has been delivering large scale data protection solutions in the public cloud and on 
premises for over a decade. Our team of architects and engineers is uniquely equipped to 
handle your data protection needs and ensure that you’re always ready and able to recover.

PUBLIC CLOUD ENTERPRISE 
INFRASTRUCTURE

HYBRID CLOUD

DESIGN  |   BUILD  |  AUTOMATE  |   OPERATE
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